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#! /usr/bin/perl -w
# Name: chkfile.pl
# Author: Sam Varadarajan
# Date: 12/9/2011
# Purpose: This script will analyze the given data file and print information about the file.
# It also checks for any record size anamolies in the file.
# Usage: chkfile.pl <datafile> <record Size>

use strict;
use warnings;
use File::stat;

#initialize the first time.
my @unmatched = ();
my @unm_row = ();
my @unm_size = ();
my $curStr = "";

if (($#ARGV + 1) < 2 ) {
print "usage: $0 <filename> [recordsize]\n";
exit;

}

my $file_name = $ARGV[0];
my $rec_size = $ARGV[1];

open INFILE, "<$file_name" or die "Error opening Data file $file_name";

# get the size of the whole file.
my $file_size = stat($file_name)->size;

# get the number of lines
my $num_lines = int(`wc -l < $file_name`);

my $rec_same = 1; # indicates if all records are same size
my $dos_file = 0; # indicates if DOS file or Unix file.

# do this only if the total size doesn't match
my $lines = 0;
my $line_size = 0;
# loop through the file and find the records that don't match the given record length

while($curStr = <INFILE>)
{

$line_size = length($curStr);
chomp($curStr);
$curStr=~s/[ ]+$//g; # Right Trim
$curStr=~s/^[ ]+//g; # left Trim

if ($curStr =~ m/\r/)
{

$dos_file = 1;
}
$curStr =~ s/\r/<CR>/g; #show it as carriage return

if ($line_size == 0)
{

# skip blank lines - as they will be construed as shortest.
next;

}
elsif($line_size != $rec_size)
{

$rec_same = 0; # some records are diff't
push(@unmatched, $curStr);
push(@unm_row, $lines+1); #started at 0
push(@unm_size, $line_size);
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}

$lines++;
}
close(INFILE);

print "Name of the file              : $file_name\n";
print "File Size                     : $file_size bytes\n";
print "Record Size expected          : $rec_size\n";
print "Total # of lines in file      : $num_lines\n";

print "File appears to be a ".($dos_file?"DOS":"Unix")." file. (contains carriage returns)\n";

if (!$rec_same) 
{

print "\nFollowing rows were unmatched:\n";
# print the unmatched rows
my $arr_size = @unmatched;
for(my $i=0; $i<$arr_size; $i++ )
{

print "+$unm_row[$i] -  Size: $unm_size[$i] - << $unmatched[$i] >> \n";
}

}
else {

print "All rows match!\n";
}


